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Vapor-fed microfluidic hydrogen generator

M.A. Modestino,* M. Dumortier,* S.M. Hosseini Hashemi,* S. Haussener,* C. Moser,* and D. Psaltis.*

Water-splitting devices that operate with humid air feeds are an attractive alternative for hydrogen production as the required water input can be obtained directly from ambient air. This article presents a novel proof-of-concept microfluidic platform that makes use of polymeric ion-conductor (Nafion®) thin films to absorb water from air and enables the electrochemical water-splitting process. Modelling and experimental tools are used to demonstrate that these microstructured devices can achieve the delicate balance between water, gas, and ionic transport processes required for vapor-fed devices to operate continuously and at steady state, at current densities above 1 mA/cm². The results presented here show that factors such as the thickness of the Nafion films covering electrodes, convection of air streams, and water content of the ionomer can significantly affect the device performance. The insights presented by this work provide important guidelines for the material requirements and device designs that can enable practical electrochemical hydrogen generators that work directly with ambient air.

Broader Context

The large scale deployment of hydrogen production technologies can be triggered by the development of electrolysis devices that function continuously under simple operation schemes. An attractive alternative to classic alkaline or proton exchange membrane electrolysis systems are water-splitting devices that operate with humid air. By doing so, the implementation of water splitting technologies can be significantly simplified as the water feed could be obtained directly from the environment. Using polymeric ion-conducting materials in a microfluidic platform, this work balances the transport processes that are inherently limiting in devices operated with diluted water feeds, and demonstrates for the first time a vapor-fed microelectrolyzer capable of generating hydrogen at initial current densities above 10 mA/cm².

1. Introduction

A large increase in the share of renewable energy sources for power production is essential to significantly decrease the current levels of CO₂ emissions.¹² Large amounts of investment have been allocated to increase the capacities of solar and wind-based power generation. At the same time, power derived from these intermittent sources has brought significant challenges for their incorporation into our current electricity distribution infrastructure, where electricity generation generally needs to match the demand. Efficient means for power storage and redistribution are needed in order to allow a further penetration of renewable energy power production. Electrochemical approaches for power storage by devices such as batteries, flow-batteries, electrolyzers and fuel cells exhibit a significant advantage over other means of storage, namely their efficiency is not limited by the Carnot efficiency of heat engines, as it can reach levels above 70%. Water electrolyzers, in particular, can easily accommodate excess renewable electricity by converting it into hydrogen fuel, which can be stored and subsequently used to regenerate electricity in a fuel cell.³⁴

Classical electrolysis systems operate under alkaline electrolytes which allow the use of inexpensive and earth-abundant catalysts that operate under basic conditions. These alkaline systems pose significant corrosion challenges for all system components as they require operation under strongly basic electrolytes. More recent approaches to water electrolysis implement membrane-electrode assemblies (MEAs) based on proton exchange polymer membranes (PEM) and noble metal catalysts to perform the water splitting process.⁵⁷ These systems have significant advantages as the ohmic losses through the polymer are minimized by the implementation of thin electrolyte layers, and they are fed with deionized water, alleviating most of the corrosion issues posed by alkaline electrolyzers. One alternative to using deionized water as the feed is to extract water directly from the vapor phase. Examples of vapor phase water splitting have been demonstrated using MEAs at low temperatures⁸ and photoelectrochemical material
systems operated directly from air.9 Performing water electrolysis from the vapor phase exhibits several advantages: lower water splitting potential, lack of bubble evolution at the catalysts surface, and simplified implementation of the electrolyzer by direct humid air-based operation.9, 10 On the down side, water splitting from humid air poses significant transport challenges, as the low concentration of water can limit the water-splitting rates in the device.

The operation of vapor-fed electrolyzers requires all of the ionic current between the reaction sites to be transported by a solid state ion conductor (i.e. proton or hydroxide ion-conductor). This solid electrolyte needs to satisfy a series of conditions: (i) the electrodes need to be in direct contact with the electrolyte; (ii) the electrolyte needs to have high water solubility as water is consumed in the reaction; (iii) the diffusivity of dissolved H2 and O2 gases through the electrolyte needs to be high enough to allow for a product diffusive flux that equates the production rate at the electrodes surface; (iv) the concentration of gases in the electrolyte cannot reach saturation levels in order to avoid bubble nucleation which would cause delamination of the electrolyte, and (v) the water from the environment needs to diffuse with minimum resistance to avoid water depletion at the surface of the electrodes. Nafion thin-films are suitable for this task as they provide remarkable ionic conduction, fast water uptake, and good chemical stability.11-16 Based on Nafion’s transport properties, the polymer films covering the electroactive sites must not be thicker than several micrometers to sustain current densities in the electrolyzer in the order of several mA/cm² (1 mA/cm² corresponds to 0.0187 mmol/hr-cm² of H2 at 100% faradaic efficiency).17-19,23 Within this thickness range, the in-plane ionic resistance in the polymer can be very significant. One way to mitigate the high resistance is to limit the path length for ion migration between electrodes to short distances, in the order of 10-100’s µm. To mitigate these constraints based on Nafion’s transport properties, a proof-of-concept microfluidic water-splitting device was fabricated. Microfluidic devices are an attractive platform because their architecture can be easily tuned, their modularity allows for components to be easily exchanged, and the transport characteristics in these devices are well defined. Several studies have focused on the use of microfluidic platforms for fuel cell applications under liquid-electrolytes,20-23 and only recently a microfluidic device was described for water electrolysis from highly acidic (1M sulphuric acid) electrolytes.24 To the best of our knowledge, this study presents the first report on microfluidic vapor-fed electrolyzers.

2. Methodology

2.1 Device design

The device presented in this work consists of a set of parallel electrodes covered with a thin layer of Nafion and a set of parallel channels that collect the product gases generated above each of the electrodes. Figure 1(a) shows a schematic representation of the cross-section of this parallel channel device. In order to maximize the areal coverage of the electrodes in the device, this architecture was arranged in a double-spiral geometry (mask designs and process flow are included in the ESI†), allowing maximum coverage of the electrodes in the chip. The double spiral morphology also allowed for independent fluid streams to be collected from the hydrogen and oxygen production channels which prevented the back-diffusion of H2 into the oxidation side. Figure 1(b) shows a photograph of the spiral channel structure where water streams with dissolved dyes are flowed through separated streams. It is important to point out that this device architecture is fundamentally different from that of MEAs used in PEM electrolyzers. In MEAs, nanostructured catalysts layers are separated by a parallel ionomer membrane, typically >100 µm thick. Under this MEA arrangement, the ionic flux through the membrane is equal to the ionic generation rate in the catalyst layer. In the microfluidic device proposed above, the ionic current is carried through the cross section of an ionomer film of thickness below 1 µm. In this configuration, the ionomer in the inter-electrode region experiences an ionic current density that is more than 125 times higher than that imposed at catalyst surface. This results in a high ionic resistance in the device, and imposes the requirement for short ionic path lengths between the electrodes to minimize the ohmic drop.

Fig. 1 (a) Diagram of device geometry and (b) fluidic channels showing separated pathways for H2 (blue) and O2 (pink) evolution channels.
2.2 Model development

A steady-state laminar, isothermal 2D model of the microfluidic electrolyzer was developed following modelling methods of proton exchange membrane electrolysis previously established in the literature.\textsuperscript{18,25} The model implemented in this study made use of a constant conductivity for the Nafion phase. Variations in the water content throughout the polymer film could lead to a non-uniform conductivity, which is not captured in the current model and can lead to differences between modelling results and experimental measurements.\textsuperscript{26} A better understanding of the internal polymer morphology and water uptake throughout the polymer film could lead to more precise models that better describe the experimental systems.\textsuperscript{27} The model incorporated the transport phenomena between the two electrodes, the polymeric electrolyte, and the two channels for reactants delivery and product removal, as depicted in Figure 1(a).\textsuperscript{28} The ionomer was considered as an ohmic conductor and as a diffusive media. The conservation of charge and the species transport in the electrolyte were consequently given by two Laplace equations, assuming spatial constant conductivity and diffusivity in the electrolyte,

\[ \Delta V = 0, \]  
\[ \Delta c_i = 0. \]  

(1)

(2)

The incoming flux of oxygen, water, and hydrogen from the channel to the electrolyte in the direction normal to catalyst interface was given by,

\[ \mathbf{v} c_i \cdot \mathbf{n} = \frac{\text{Sh} D_i^b}{e D_i^m} (c_i - c_i^b), \]  

(3)

where \( D_i^b \) and \( D_i^m \) were the diffusion coefficients of species \( i \) in the bulk of the air-fed channels and the electrolyte, respectively, \( \mathbf{n} \) was the inward ionomer surface normal, \( e \) the height of the channel, and Sh the Sherwood number.

The current densities for the hydrogen evolution and oxygen evolution reactions \( i_{\text{R.OER}} \) and \( i_{\text{R.HER}} \) are modeled by using concentration-dependent Tafel approximations,\textsuperscript{29}

\[ i_{R.OER} = i_{0,OER} \frac{c_{H_2}^0}{c_{E_0}^0} \exp \left( \frac{a_e (E_0 - E_{H_2}/H_2) - E_{R.OER}}{RT} \right), \]  

(4)

\[ i_{R.HER} = -i_{0,HER} d_H \exp \left( \frac{a_e (E_0 + E_{H^+}/H_2) - E_{R.HER}}{RT} \right), \]  

(5)

where \( a_e \) and \( a_c \) are the charge transfer coefficients at the anode and at the cathode, respectively, and \( E_{O_2/H_2O} \) and \( E_{H^+/H_2} \) the Nernst potential of the anodic and cathodic reactions, respectively, with reference concentrations at 20°C and 1 atm. \( i_{0,OER} \) and \( i_{0,HER} \) are the exchange current densities for the oxygen evolution and hydrogen evolution reactions, \( F \) is Faraday’s constant and \( T \) the operating temperature. The activity of protons in the electrolyte was fixed by the concentration of sulfonic groups, i.e. \( d_H = 1 \). The boundary conditions at the electrode/electrolyte interfaces are given by,

\[ \nabla \mathbf{V} \cdot \mathbf{n} = -\frac{i_{R.OER/HER}}{\sigma}, \]  

(6)

\[ \nabla c_{H_2} \cdot \mathbf{n} = \frac{i_{R.OER}}{2 F D_{H_2}^b}, \]  

(7)

\[ \nabla c_{O_2} \cdot \mathbf{n} = -\frac{i_{R.OER}}{4 F D_{O_2}^b}, \]  

(8)

\[ \nabla c_{H_2} \cdot \mathbf{n} = -\frac{i_{R.HER}}{2 D_{H^+}^b}. \]  

(9)

The inlet saturation pressure of water vapor was calculated for a relative humidity of one with the correlation from Buck,\textsuperscript{30}

\[ p_s(T) = 611.21 (1 + 3.46 \times 10^{-6} p) \exp \left( \frac{17.520 T}{240.974 + T} \right), \]  

(10)

where \( p \) is the total pressure. All other external boundaries are considered as walls (no flux condition). The numerical values of the parameters are given in Table 1. The exchange current densities, anodic charge transfer coefficient and membrane conductivity were calculated to fit the experimental results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion coefficients of water</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{H_2}^{\text{b}} )</td>
<td>0.24 cm(^2) s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{H_2}^{\text{m}} )</td>
<td>7.2 \times 10^{-6} cm(^2) s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion coefficients of oxygen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{O_2}^{\text{b}} )</td>
<td>0.18 cm(^2) s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{O_2}^{\text{m}} )</td>
<td>5.8 \times 10^{-7} cm(^2) s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion coefficients of hydrogen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{H_2}^{\text{b}} )</td>
<td>0.76 cm(^2) s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{H_2}^{\text{m}} )</td>
<td>1.6 \times 10^{-5} cm(^2) s(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen concentration in the channels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{O_2}^0 )</td>
<td>0.21 \cdot c^0 = 8.61 mol m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange current densities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i_{0,HER} )</td>
<td>( i_{0,OER} ) = 3.10 \times 10^{-17} \text{ A cm}^{-2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane conductivity</td>
<td>( \alpha_a = 0.85); ( \alpha_c = 1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Device Fabrication

The devices were fabricated in the Center of Micronanotechnology at the Swiss Institute of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL). Two separate chip components of the microfluidic devices were fabricated: (1) one chip containing the electrodes and (2) one chip that contained the channel structures. The two chips were subsequently bonded after aligning the channels with the electrodes.

For the electrode fabrication, a lift-off technique was implemented. A 200 nm thermally grown SiO\(_2\) wafer was used to photolithographically pattern the electrode structure in AZ1512 on LOR photoresists (250 \( \mu \)m wide electrodes separated by 25 \( \mu \)m, and with a total active length of 10.95 cm). Then, a Leybold Optics LAB 600H e-beam evaporator system was used to deposit 200 nm of Platinum (Pt) on top of a 20 nm Titanium (Ti) seeding layer, leading to flat electrode surfaces. To characterize the roughness of the surface atomic force microscopy measurements were carried using a Bruker Dimension FastScan System (Figure S7 in the ESI†), which
demonstrated a mean square root roughness of 2.2 nm for the metal film. The metal deposition was followed by lift-off in Microposit Remover 1165.

A different process was developed for the fabrication of a set of mixed Pt and Iridium oxide (IrO\textsubscript{x}) electrodes. First, 200 nm of Pt and 20 nm of Ti were deposited by e-beam evaporation as described above. Then, the cathode structure was photolithographically patterned with AZ1512 photoresists. Ion beam etching (Veeco Nexus IBE350) was used to remove the metal films from areas outside the desired cathode structure, and the remaining photoresists was stripped off using oxygen plasma in a Tepla Gigabatch Plasma Stripper system. A second photolithography step was used to protect with AZ1512 the cathode structure prior to deposition of IrO\textsubscript{x}. A 100 nm film of IrO\textsubscript{x} was then deposited via reactive sputtering, using an Alliance-Concept DP 650 sputtering system, on top of a 150 nm film of chromium (Cr) which acted as a seeding layer and to increase the electrical conductivity through the anode. A third lithography step was performed to pattern with AZ1512 the anode structure. Lastly, ion beam etching was used to remove the IrO\textsubscript{x} and Cr films from the areas outside the desired anode structure. The remaining photoresists was again stripped off using oxygen plasma.

After removing the excess photoresist with acetone, the chip containing the electrodes was exposed to oxygen plasma for 5 minutes, and Nafion films were spin casted from solutions (15% Nafion solution from ion3power) diluted in isopropanol (Sigma-Aldrich). The film thicknesses were characterized using a Filmtrics F20-UV spectroscopic reflectometer. For the channel fabrication, a 20 µm layer of SU-8 was photolithographically patterned on top of a glass wafer (the channels followed exactly the pattern of the electrodes). After the chip fabrication, both the wafers with electrodes and channels were diced using a Disco DAD321 automatic dicing saw, gas inlet and outlet ports were manually drilled in glass, the individual chips were aligned under a microscope, and bonded at 200 °C (above the glass transition temperatures of Nafion and SU-8). A process flow diagram for all the fabrication steps is included in the ESI−.

2.4 Electrochemical Characterization

All the electrochemical measurements were performed using a Biologic VSP-300 potentiostat/galvanostat system. Potenti electrochemical impedance spectrometry (PEIS) measurements were performed at frequencies between 500 Hz to 3 MHz, and 20 mV amplitude. Impedance results were analysed following electrochemical equivalent circuit models described elsewhere to extract ohmic resistances of the devices.\textsuperscript{14, 39} Measurements for equilibrated devices were performed by placing the electrode chips covered with Nafion films in a closed chamber equilibrated with deionized water. The devices were allowed to equilibrate for more than one hour, and measurements were performed when conductivity values reached steady state values. For flow experiments, a NewEra syringe pump was used to control flow rates, and gases were pulled from the outlet while the device inlets were connected to air or nitrogen (N\textsubscript{2}) in a container equilibrated with water at ~100% relative humidity (RH).

2.5 Gas Composition Characterization

Assembled devices were operated by flowing humid air streams saturated with water through the channels at a flow rate of 3 mL/hr using a syringe pump for each of the channels (Syringe pumps obtained from New Era). The experiments were run for several hours and gases were collected using gas tight syringes. The sample gases were injected directly into a Bruker 456-GC system with N\textsubscript{2} as the carrier gas to determine the concentration of H\textsubscript{2} in each channel.

3. Results and Discussion

Throughout this study, several factors affecting the device performance were assessed, and their effects are presented below. Factors related to transport mechanisms included the effects of ionic, water and gas transport on device behaviour. Additional electrochemical factors such as the reaction kinetic limitations and effects of parasitic oxygen reduction inherent of operation under ambient air were also considered. The findings presented below demonstrate the required balance between the multiple electrochemical and transport processes for optimal air-based operation of water splitting devices.

3.1 Interplay between transport and electrochemical processes

One of the most crucial factors that define the device performance is the ability to provide low transport resistance for both ionic and gas species through the polymer film. In this sense, the thickness of the ionomer films is a crucial parameter and can define the device performance. Thicker films will result in lower ohmic resistances but at the same time will pose larger transport limitations for gas and water diffusion between the electrodes and the flow streams. Modelling results clearly demonstrate that lower ohmic drops are expected as the film thickness increases (Figure 2(a)). This implies that in devices with thicker Nafion films a larger portion of the applied potential could be used to drive the electrochemical reaction and consequently lead to higher production rates. On the other hand, higher transport resistance for water in thicker films would result in kinetic limitations at the surface of the electrodes as the water concentration decreases. The trade-off between these two effects determines the device current output (Figure 2(b)).
The balance between the ohmic, mass transport, and reaction kinetics losses also results in inhomogeneities in the current distribution across the electrodes. Reaction kinetic and transport losses drive the system towards a uniform current distribution, while ionic resistances between the electrodes would favour higher current densities at the edges of the electrodes in order to minimize the ionic migration path lengths.\(^5\) As shown in Figure 3, the current density distribution is uniform at low applied potentials, while anisotropies arise as the potential increases, especially above 2 V. At low applied potentials, the device exhibits low current densities which then lead to a low potential drop from ohmic resistance. As the applied potential increases, the current density in the device reaches levels where the ohmic drop is comparable to the catalyst overpotential. This in turn results in a non-uniform current density distribution, as higher levels of currents are pushed towards electrode areas with the lowest ohmic resistances, i.e. the electrode edges. These effects demonstrate the role of multiple transport and chemical processes that are intrinsically present in these complex devices, and the importance of balancing them in order to optimize the performance.

As demonstrated from modelling, the proton conduction through the Nafion film is a critical parameter that directly affects the device performance. Potentiostatic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (PEIS) measurements were performed to characterize the ohmic resistance of devices with Nafion films of various thicknesses (between 300-800 nm), and results are presented in Figure 4. Within the device architecture used in this study, the derived resistances varied from 140 to 200 ohms, while the contact resistances accounted only for 17 ± 1 ohms for all the devices. The measured resistances in the devices are significant but manageable and demonstrate that devices with thicker electrolyte layers will perform better, as long as water and gas transport through the films does not become limiting. Also, it is important to point out that the measured resistances in these thin films were characterized for electrodes equilibrated in humid air under passive conditions (i.e. no flow was applied). These conditions served as a benchmark for comparing devices with different ionomer thicknesses under a controlled set of conditions. Moreover, these devices are expected to show the highest level of performance when the ionomer is fully hydrated after equilibration with humid air. As current is passed through the device, the water concentration in the film over the anode will decrease, and this will lower the conductivity of the material, and increase the ohmic drop in the device.
To better understand the overall performance of the devices, the I-V characteristics of the electrodes covered with Nafion were determined after equilibration with 100% RH air (Figure 5). The traces corresponding to different Nafion thicknesses show a typical behaviour for water electrolysis with Pt electrodes. The region below 2 V where the device exhibits low current levels (below 0.25 mA) is likely to be dominated by kinetic losses in the electrode surface, which arise from catalyst overpotentials. In this region the ohmic drop associated with ionic transport in the electrolyte is expected to be small (<50 mV to 120 mV for films of 703 and 133 nm respectively), which is why the current levels are not affected significantly by the film thickness. As the applied potential and current increases, the potential requirement for ion transport also increases and starts to become significant. In this regime the film thickness starts to become an important parameter that affects the device performance, and increasing the thickness of the electrolyte allows the device to operate at higher current levels for a given potential.

3.2 Transient device behaviour

The electrochemical characterization presented above provides insights into critical design parameters of the microfluidic electrolyzers. Clearly, the devices presented here benefit from the use of thicker Nafion films which provide lower ionic resistances. Within the range of thicknesses investigated here, significant limitations to the diffusive transport of gases through the electrolyte film are not expected. If devices were to be operated at significantly higher current densities, the concentration of product gases in the electrode/electrolyte interface could reach levels above the gas solubility limit, nucleating bubbles and causing the electrolyte film to delaminate.\textsuperscript{17, 18} Moreover, the characterization described above corresponds to systems that have been equilibrated with humid air and the current levels achieved do not directly correlate to the ones for devices under continuous operation. As current is passed through the electrodes, local concentration gradients of water and gases in the Nafion film will evolve. In the case of the gases generated, the concentration build-up near the electrodes will result in additional overpotentials that need to be overcome. More importantly, the consumption of water inside the ionomer results in two adverse effects for the performance: (i) the decreased water concentration in the Nafion films will lower its conductivity and so increase the device ohmic resistance and (ii) the lower water concentration at the electrode interface will result in lower reaction rates at the catalyst. The second effect can be quite severe as the water splitting rate can be limited by the water diffusive flux into the electrodes. Figure 6 demonstrates the performance drop of devices operated at a constant 3 V applied potential. It can be clearly seen that within the first 5 minutes of operation, the current density in the devices drops sharply and it reaches lower steady values over time. Moreover, if the flowrates of feed gas are increased, the
steady state current levels also increase. These flowrate effects are consistent with the transport limitations described above, as higher flowrates will increase the convective transport at the polymer/air interface and the water flux into the electrodes will increase. In the same way, the increase in convection will result in a faster flux of gases from the polymer films into the gas streams which in turn will reduce the concentration overpotential at the electrodes. To understand the impact of the water content decrease in the Nafion film, PEIS measurements were performed after the device had achieved steady state (Figure S3 of the ESI†) operation and the resistances in the devices were found to increase from ~200 ohms to at least 800 ohms in the case of flowrates of 15 mL/hr and above 6,000 ohms for the lowest flowrates of 0.5 mL/hr. These resistance levels will result in large ohmic drops in the device, >800 mV for devices operated at 1 mA with a feed flowrate of 15 mL/h.

Although the initial performance of the devices decreases with time due to the transient effects described above, their performance at steady state is stable over several hours. Figure 7 demonstrates the stable steady state behaviour of a device operated at 3 V with a total air flowrate of 3 mL/hr per channel. Moreover, the device used to perform the measurements presented below has been used for over a month with varying operating conditions and does not show signs of performance degradation. Both the electrode materials (Pt) and the ionomer (Nafion) show remarkable electrochemical stability, as is the case for this material in MEA’s used in fuel cells and electrolyzers. This suggests that the devices described herein can be potentially operated over long periods of times.

### 3.3 Gas transport across channels

Electrolysis devices need to limit the hydrogen crossover from the reduction to the oxidation channels in order to avoid product losses, especially by product recombination at the surface of the anode. It must be noted that downstream separation of the hydrogen gas is still required as its concentration in the product stream is expected to be low if the device is operated directly under humid air. Coupled mass transport and electrochemical models were developed to assess the degree of gas crossover through the Nafion film. Additionally, gas chromatography measurements were used to determine the extent of hydrogen back diffusion. In the devices described above, diffusion of H2 across channels can happen through the Nafion thin-film that ionically connects the two electrodes. As the thickness of the films used lies below 1 µm, the H2 crossover through the Nafion films is expected to be low. Modelling results demonstrate that the concentration of H2 reaching the oxidation side corresponded to less than 1% of that produced in devices with Nafion thicknesses below 1 µm (Figure S1 in the ESI†). These results suggest that the thickness of the film can be optimized without affecting the gas crossover in the device. Experimental results of the device modelled here demonstrated low levels of crossover, as 97% of the H2 in the system was collected in the reduction side, and 3% of it was collected in the oxygen side (GC results are presented in the ESI†). Cross-contamination at the inlet and outlets of the demonstration device, imperfections in the bonding between Nafion and the channel walls, as well as non-zero diffusion of H2 through the SU-8 walls could result in the higher measured H2 crossover when compared to the model estimations. It is important to point out that crossover of oxygen from the oxidation to the reduction channels can have similar detrimental effects due to recombination losses in the cathode. In the case of the devices presented in this study, the crossover of oxygen...
is expected to be lower than that measured for H$_2$, as its permeability in Nafion is lower.\textsuperscript{40, 41}

### 3.4 Parasitic reduction of atmospheric oxygen

It is important to point out that this study focused on the operation of devices with humid air, and the presence of O$_2$ in the feed can have several drawbacks in the performance of devices. When electrolysis devices are operated in the presence of air, the oxygen reduction reaction can compete with the hydrogen evolution reaction in the cathode, and the measured current output arises from both reactions. To assess the extent of this effect, current-voltage characteristics were measured for devices operated under humid air and humid N$_2$ (100% RH) as depicted in Figure 8. It can be noted that higher current densities are obtained when air (up to 19% higher at 3V) is present in the feed-stream. Similar effects have been reported elsewhere for the case of air-operated MEAs.\textsuperscript{3} Furthermore, the presence of oxygen in the H$_2$ stream can result in recombination losses, and a more complex downstream separation of the gases will be required to obtain pure H$_2$ fuel. The electrochemical model presented earlier follows the behaviour of the nitrogen-fed device, further confirming the presence of additional parasitic reactions occurring in the electrodes when oxygen is present. Under humid N$_2$, these parasitic electrode reactions are not present and the faradaic efficiency of the devices is expected to approach 100%. Given these conditions, the energy conversion efficiency at different current density levels can be estimated. Figure S8 in the ESI\textsuperscript{†} presents a trace of the current density in the device as a function of efficiency, demonstrating that the device can operate at current densities above 2.5 mA/cm$^2$ with efficiencies higher than 50%.

#### 3.5 Improving the reaction kinetics at the electrodes

The previous subsections discussed the interplay of multiple transport processes that play important roles in the performance of vapor operated electrolyzers, and highlighted directions for improvements in the device current outputs. While the devices described above used Pt as an electrocatalyst for both the oxygen and hydrogen evolution reactions, further gains can be attained by implementing catalysts with lower overpotentials. To demonstrate the performance improvements from the incorporation of catalysts with higher activity, a set of electrodes were fabricated with IrO$_x$ as water oxidation catalyst and Pt for the proton reduction reaction. This catalyst combination is widely used in PEM electrolyzers as it allows MEAs to operate at lower potentials and with improved stability.\textsuperscript{6} As demonstrated in Figure 9, significantly lower overpotentials can be achieved when IrO$_x$ is used in the anodic reaction. Average current densities above 5 mA/cm$^2$ are observed at 2 V of applied potentials; compared to less than 2 mA/cm$^2$ in systems that used Pt for the oxygen evolution reaction. The recorded improvement is significant, and demonstrates that the incorporation of better catalysts leads to more efficient device operation.

![Figure 8. Electrochemical behaviour of a device operated with a feed flowrate of 15 ml/hr of air (solid line) or nitrogen (dashed line). The results demonstrate higher current densities in the presence of oxygen due to parasitic recombination reactions in the cathode. The current density values for the nitrogen-fed system compare well with modelling results, presented as the red dots in the graph.](image-url)

![Figure 9. I-V characteristics of a set of Pt and IrO$_x$ electrodes covered with a 700 nm film of Nafion. The use of IrOx in the anodic reaction leads to a decrease in overpotential in the device.](image-url)

### 4. Conclusions

The platform developed in this study demonstrates for the first time a room-temperature water-vapor microfluidic electrolyzer. This system allowed for a thorough electrochemical characterization of device architectures, and to gain insights on the effects of various design parameters on the performance of water-vapor electrolyzers. The findings of our study demonstrate the interplay of the multiple transport processes required for optimal device behaviour. In particular, ion-transport resistance in these devices can dominate their...
electrochemical behaviour; the measured resistance levels (>200 ohms) can account for a large portion of the overpotential required for the water splitting reaction (>200 mV at 1 mA current outputs). Moreover, under steady state operating conditions, ionic resistance in the device can increase significantly (by more than 400%) due to water consumption at the anode and concentration overpotentials may arise from the evolution of product gases near the electrodes. These effects can be partially mitigated by increasing convection at the gas/electrolyte interface and in this way increase the convective mass transfer, improving the efficiency of the device. It must be noted, that although Nafion films have desirable properties such as high proton conduction and electrochemical stability, its gas permeability is fairly low. This property is desirable for membranes in classic fuel cell and electrolyzer designs where gas crossover can affect the performance of devices, but for the vapor-fed water splitting devices described here, higher gas permeability and water uptake could ease the transport limitations. Also, contrary to catalyst layers in MEAs, this study implemented planar electrodes with active catalyst areas limited to the projected areas of the electrodes. Further studies should focus on nanostructuring the surface of electrocatalysts in order to significantly increase the device current output. The insights and design rules presented in this study can pave the way for the development of high current density electrolysis or solar-hydrogen reactors\(^a\) that operate directly with ambient air.
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